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PREFACE

The major problem I encountered in writing this critical
commentary on Taxi Driver was the inaccessibility of the actual
screenplay of the film.

Filmmakers have a tendency to guard

jealously their properties even after they have been produced
and released.

The screenplay of Taxi Driver is unpublished and

the only copy available for study is in the "Research Library of
the American Film Institute in Los Angeles.

Even there the

screenplays are not allowed to be photocopied or removed from the
library.

This lack of availability presents a major problem

because quite often a screenplay differs greatly from the finished film.

Consequently, I have had to rely on interviews,

revievls, and articles, as well as my own memorial reconstruction
of the film for significant details; this critical material provides more than enough information for determining Paul
Schrader's actual contributions to the film.
,,-.
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~henever

a specific quotation from the film is cited, it

comes from my own memory of Taxi Driver, which I have seen several
times.

If the film reference is footnoted, then the quotation

comes from a particular source.

B.B.

,-

-

People are strange when you're a stranger,
:<'aces look ugly when you're alone.
Women seem wicked when you're unwanted,

-

-..

streets are uneven when you're down.
-Jim Horrison-
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Paul Schrader's Screenplay of Taxi Driver:
A Critical View
by Brian Bauer

Paul Schrader is currently one of the most successful young
screenwriter-directors in America.

His films seem to have found

the fine line between artistry and popular appeal in an otherwise
totally commercial film industry.

While Schrader's films are

primarily known for their extraordinary outbursts of violence,
they are also pregnant with various themes involving psychological and social implications.

Films such as The Yakuza, Taxi

Driver, Blue Collar, and most recently Hardcore, display a "mixture of sex, violence, social commentary and personal anguish to
i~press

2veryone from theerassest mogul to the editor of the

most esoteric film journal."l
Of all of his screenplays, the :nost succesful, both commercially and artistically, has been Taxi Driver.

In 1976, the

year of its release, Taxi Driver grossed over 11 million dollars
as well as winning the Grand Prize as best film at the Cannes Film
Festival.

Schrader's screenplay, directed by Martin Scorsese and

starring Robert DeNiro, is an existential horror story about a
psychotic killer who ironically becomes a hero through a twist
of fate.

Taxi Driver proves Schrader's abilities as a screen-

writer; it is a penetrating portrait of loneliness and frustration
turned to violence, and it is also a film about films, laden with

-
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references and allusions to other films as well as commenting on
film and its relationship to society; therefore, the film can be
said to have an

"ae~~theticlf

Before getting into

D

theme as well.
discussion of the career of Paul

anj more importantly, before presenting a critical view
anJ
.
:)ri'-c.~, hic be:3t and most per20nalArepresentatlve work,

~chrader,

of

Tax~

one should take a very brief look at the commercial

fil~

industry,

the nature of film as a collaborative art, and the screenwriter's
special contributions.
considering the nature of film ,

~~en

fil~
espec~allYAin

America,

one should remember that while cinema may be the newest art form,
it is also 3n

i~dustry.

Films nre very exrensive to produce,

&nd it is very difficult to

c~nvince

an investor to take a chance

on a film with little or no popular appeal.
films are made to make money.

First and foremost,

In Rollywood the worth of a film

is judged primarily by the box office receipts.

Admittedly, few pro-

ducers in the film indu3try are concerned with creating a lasting
work of art;

rathe~

they are concerned with producing what the

public will buy.
'I'he challenge to artists in th?

com,~;ercial

film industry,

then, is to make a film that is financially successful as well as
artistically valid.

Paul Schrader explains his approach to the

challenge in this way:
I believe a film has to have a high line and a low line.
for

-

yo~

able.

to get enough people to make it financially vi-
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In Taxi Driver the hi "h line wa:3 this existential
character, and the low line was violence.
Collar the high line

YJaS

In Blue

\farxist analysis, and the lovi

linH was G~icharcll Pryor's exploi ta tion and get- back-a tthe-Man rage.

In Hardcore, the high line is theology,

and the low line is pornography.2
Schrader is an artist, but he is also familiar with the practical asuects of surviving in Hollywood.
A s(?cond point to consider about the nature of filmmaking is
that unlike most of the other arts, which are done by a single
artist, film is a collaborative art done by several artists working together.

The writer, director, actors, cinematographer,

film editor, set designers and many others all combine their talen ts in the making

0

f a film.

Screenvlri ter Dudley T;ichols thinks

that this specialization "tends to destroy that individuality
of style which is the mark of any superior work of art.,,3
The person who is responsible for drawing all of the elements togetter is the director.

He is usually the one who im-

poses a "style" on the Vlork, and for this reason tlie film is
often referred to as a "director's medium."

In the early sixties

several French film critics, including Francois Trauffaut, developed a critical theory emphasizing the director as the dominant creative force.

This theory, known as the "A.uteur theory,"

was popularized in this country through the criticism of Andrew
.8arris. 4

However, the auteur theory can only be applied to a few

directors, such as Charles Chaplin, D.W. Griffith, Orson Welles,
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Jean Renoir and Alfred Hitchcock, most of whom write their own
screenplays.

In general, the

pretive ll artist.

~lirec

tor can be considered an "in ter-

It is the screenwriter who is the lIcreative ll

artist.
The screenwriter provides the foundation on which the film
is built.

~

screenplay is not actually a finished product;

"It is a step, the first and most important step, in the nrocess
of miJ.king a film.,,5

The screenwriter is the one who creates the

film's plot, ch::::racter, dialogue and themes. 6

Here is how Nichols

describes the work of the screenwriter:
It is the writer who is the dreamer, the imaginer, the
shapero •• If the ultimate film is to have any significant content, throwing some new glint of light on life,
it is the writer who will have to create it.7
After the "blueprint" of the film is laid out in the screenplay, the screenwriter's job is done, unless he is to be on the
set during filming in order to rework scenes and dialogue when
problems arise.

Now it is the director's responsibility to

realize the screenplay in cinematic terms.

~t

this stage a screen-

play can be destroyed or made better, depending on the talent
of the director, as Paul Schrader explains:
Every director obviously changes the script, changes
you, in a way fucks you.

But that fucking is also a

creative process, just as fucking in real life is.
if you can get fucked by good, talented people, then

,-

you'll be happy vrith the child that emerges. 8

And

7
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Before Schrader even thought of becoming involved in the
creative process of filmmaking, he wanted to become a minister.
Brought up in a strict Calvinist family in Grand Rapids, Michigan,
Schrader became interested in films while studying for the ministry at Calvin College.

One summer vfhile attending Columbia

University to study film, he met Pauline Kael, the prominent
film critic for The New Yorker. 9

After talking with Kael several

times she advised him, "You don't want to be a minister, you
want to be a movie critic. ll10
Several years later, after graduating from Calvin, Schrader
contacted Kael and she helped him get into the
"')uring his time at UCLA Schrader
L.A. Free
KFFK.11

Pr~,

wl~ote

UCL~

film school.

film criticism for the

Coast, L.A. Times Calendar, and radio station

He was the editor of Ci~~ from Volume 6, number 1, in

1970, to Volume 8, number 1 in 1973, and in 1972 he published on
entire book of filr:1. criticis;:l titled

Transcen~nt31

Style In Film:

Ozu, Bressor~, Dreyer. 12
After graduating from UCLA, Schrader decided to give up film
criticism and try his hand at screenwriting.

He was one of the

first people admitted to the American Film Institute's Center for
Advanced Film'jtudies

,"'<8

a screenv:ri ting fellow.

He resigned

from the AFT in prote t after they removed their research and
critical studies staff.'3
Schrader's first script, written in 1971, was Pipeliner, a
somewhat

au~obiographical

for under $100,000.

-

screenplay that was designed to be made

It was "about a dying man who goes home to

8

-

northern

~Jlichigan

for sympc3. thy and ends up fucking up the lives

of everyone around him. 1114
~lay,

Schrader could not sell the screen-

but in the nroce0S of trying to sell it he learned the com-

mercial nide

0

f

filmm·~11dng.

At the same tihle he was unable to sell Pipeliner, Schrader's
marriage broke up and shortly thereafter the affair that caused
that break up also fell

throu~h.

As Schrader comments:

I got to wandering around at night; I couldn't
sleep because I was so depressed • . • • After the bars
closed, I'd go to pornography • ••• 1 was saved by an
ulcer:

I had not been eating, just drinking. 15

'Jhile in the hospital for his ulcer, :3chrader began formulating the concept that would eventually become Taxi Driver.
things happened which brought it all together:

Two

Harry Chapin's

song 'raxi, c,bou t a lonely taxi driver who runs in to an old girlfriend, and the incident involving the shooting of George
','lallace by ,I\rthur Bremer. 16

Schrader wrote the screenplay in

1972 and left it with his agent.

Taxi Driver was not produced

until 1975-76.
Soon after leaving the hospital Schrader was contacted by
his brother Leonard with a film idea.

Leonard, who was a teacher

in Japan, held the idea to do a film based on the yakuza gangster
films of Ja]Jan.

'rhey wrote a screenplay about an American who

gets involved ;'lith the ,Japanese underworld.

'rhe film, The Yakuza,

ends in an obligatory climax in the yakuza film tradition:

"A

tour de force fight scene where all the accumulated obligations

9
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are expiated in a grand fi=nale of blood letting. 1I17

The screen-

play was written in 1973 and sold for an incredible 3300,000.
This sale was the encouragement Schrader had needed.
The Yakuza was directed by Sidney Pollack (Jeremiah Johnson,
Three Days of -t;he Condor) who called in script doctor Robert
Towne (Chinatown, Shampoo) to do some re-writing.
unsuccessful both commercially and critically.

The film was

The nroblem with

the film as Schrader sees it was that
Pollack directed against the grain of the script.
I wrote a violent, underworld film about blood, duty,
and obligation.

He made a sort of rich, romantic, trans-

cuI turc.l film. 18
Once 3chrader had sold the screenplay he lost any creative control
over the film.

He was beginning to realize that if he wanted

his scripts directed the way he visualized them, he would eventually have to get into directing himself.
Schrader's next screenplay, also written in 1973, was originally titJ_ed Deja Vu but was retitled Obsession for release.
Directed by Brian De Palma (Sisters, Carrie, The Fury), Obsession
is a Hitchcockian story of a man who falls in love with a woman
who looks just like his supposedly dead wife.

Schrader says

that the screenplay was greatly changed and the finished film
is more De ?alma's than his.

Obsession broke even at the box

office and met mixed reactions from the critics.
Schrader had hoped to direct his next screenplay in order

-

to gain more con trol over the final film and become a

IIcom~i)lete"

10

filmmaker.

Since he still lacked the adequate power in the in-

dustry to make such a condition, he eventually had to give up the
idea of directing in order to sell the screenplay.

1973, this screenplay was titled Rolling Thunder.

Written in
The final

version of the film changed his original concept greatly.
Schrader had intended "to make a movie about a certain racist
psychology, which could work both as an exploitation film and
'.vi th an interesting psychological edge." 19

Instead, the film was

a standard Vietnam-veteran's-revenge-story that was all exploitation and

LO

psychology.

Rolling Thunder is easily the worse

film yet made from a Schrader script.
Of Schrader's early work, Richard Corliss writes:
Schrader's early screenplays were obsessed with
aberrant psychological movement:

from just the other

side of normal, on out to the edge where aggressions
explode into crimson orgasms of destruction. 20
For even a better understanding of these early

screen~lays,

here

is Schrader's own asse:3sment:
• . • what I'm concerned about in films and in real
life ii3 redemption, because I do believe in purging and
a kind of transcendence, either through contemplation
or ac t:Lon.

In Taxi Driver and Yakuza, it's a redemp-

tion t~rough act~on, 801f- estructive action. 21
1,H th V1e relea:::;e and success/of Taxi Driver in early
I

--

1976,

Schr,Jder finally had the:-:,ower to :1irec t one of his own scroen"lays.

~~is

dir;cting debut c'me with the highly underrated Dlue

11

-

Collar,
3

cO-\'ITi:~ ten

..nS0udo-~arxist

dorm-and-ou t

JU

".'i th his brother Leonard in 19'76.

lC

film with

--

conclusion, Blue Gollar is the tale of three

to '.·.orkors '::ho

I~ry

to rob their ovm union.

proc('ss they . re slowly c1estro:.red or

t~,ken

In the

into the system; one

sells out to the union and becomes a foreman, one tries to expose
the union and is thus rejected by it, and one is murdered by
the union.

The final shot of the film is a freeze frame on the

two once friendly survivors ready to fight each other with blood
in their eyes.

In voice-over is a comment made earlier in the

fil ''1 by the worker \'Iho rJas murdered:
Everything they do, the way they pit the lifers
against the new boys, the old against the young, the
black against the white, is meant to keep us in our
pl~.ce.

')2
L

TJnfortu['ately,

Collar was a victbl of poor distrlbution and

~lue

a misleading advertising campaign that pushed the fili:1 as a
?ichnrd Pryor black exploitation vehicle rather than the important and complex film that it is.
Collar vras favorable
3chrader also
Hardcore.

~md

~rote

Critical reaction to Blue

the film made several "ten best" lists.
and directed his most recent film,

Originally titled rrhe Pilgrim, Hardcore is a modern

filgrim's Progref3s about a "hardcore" Calvinist businessman from
Grand Rapid s na1r:ed Jake Van Dorn, '.'lho searches the alien world
of pornography to find his missing daughter.
s~ired

by one of Schrader's favorite films, John Ford's classic

western The Searchers.

-

Hardcore was in-

12

~ndrew

Sarris writes that:

l'!hereas ,Tohn lVayne' s Ethan Ed'.'.'ards [in The searChers]
scours the Old "Jest for the Comanche chieftain vlho has
kidnapped his niece, George C. Scott's Jake Van Dorn
discovers a new wilderness of depravity in his quest
for his runaway daughter. 23
Schrader al1O;o incorporates ',vha t he calls The Searchers' ending,
"where you

r~o

r:ight up to the moment of violence and then, rather

than have it, you turn around and have a moment of forgiveness.,,24
Written in "976 and released in 1979,

~ardcore

has been relative-

ly successful at the box office, but the critics h8ve been highly critical of the film.

Hardcore lacks the unity of Blue Collar

and the psychological motivation of Van Dorn's daughter is somewhat muddled, as is the eventual lesson learned by Van Dorn
during his dark journey.
Schrader's other
screenplays.

~ork

includes three as yet unproduced

Quebecois, written in 1973, is "about a French-

Italian ganls-war in )~10ntreal.,,25

Jhe Havana Colony, written in

1975, iEl about lithe fall of Havana and a man who thinks he's
~lt.. mphl"e':1 BOj<lr--t "I') c..as~blttnco..) a.+ -fhe end he "~(J.1/2es nelS
Earlon Brando and it's been Last Tango all along - the story
of a man coming to love while the city falls around him."2~
Hank Williams, written in 1976, is a biography of the famous
country singer.
'\lso '.'!ri tten in 1976 3re The American Gigolo, abou t a "high
priced male hustler

who

gets entangled with a senator's wife

and a sadomasochistic murder," 2 7 and is currently in production
with Schrader as director, and Old Boyfriends, co-written with

13
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Leonard Schrader, about a young woman's comical revenge on three
men who rejected her when whe was younger.

Old Boyfriendshas

just been released with Nashville writer tToan Tewkesbury directing. 28
According to Richard Corliss, Schrader was also approached
by director steven Spielberg to write the script for Close
Encounters of the Third Kind.
major thrust of the film.

Hoy/ever, they disagreed on the

Schrader conceived the film as a

spiritual science-fiction life of a twentieth-century Saint Paul,
while Spielberg wanted to emphasize the idea of a government
cover-up of an alien landing.

Elements of both end up in the

finished film, although Schrader receives no screen credit. 29
James :1onaco has written that
Of all the hip young screenwriters of his generation, Schrader not only has the darkest vision by
far, but also has been able to impress upon his films
the most sharply-defined personal stance. 30
Schrader's upersonal stance" emanates from the influence of seemingly unrelated film styles.

One of these styles is a distinct

European !laesthetic" influence from directors he admires as a
critic, such as Robert Bresson and Carl Dreyer.

Lacking the com-

mercial film's glossy look, this "Art Film" style is austere.
These films are carefully planned to reveal different dimensions
and aspects of philosophical themes.
theme is usually existentialistic.

For Bresson, at least, the
The other stylistic influ-

ence is "craziness, pure idiosyncrasy, completely anti-social

14

films" with "random bru tali ty all ,::;round, ,,31 as exhibited in film
noirs and films such as Kiss He Deadly (Robert Aldrich, director)
Dnd Hean streets

(~lartin)cors8se

, director).

These films are

often e:-:preE:Gionistic in style .:J.nd reveal the darker, viol en t
side of man.

Both of the=e influencec are prominant in Taxi Driver.

After being treated for his ulcer in 1972, Schrader left the
hospital determined to change his lifestyle.
undevelo~ed

He had several

story ideas in his mind at this time:

the tul-

multuous recent events in his personal life; the lonely taxi
driver character who picks up his old girlfriend as a fare, from
Harry Chapin's song Taxi; and the psychotic would-be poLLtical
assassin Arthur Bremer, who shot presidential candidate George
'Nallace because Bremer wan ted to "be somebody."

Schrader had

just decided to leave for Los Angeles when the metaphor for Taxi
Driver fell into place:
• • • I realized that was the metaphor I had been look-

ing for:

the man who will take anybody any place for

money; the man who moves through the city like a rat
through a sewer; the man who is constantly surrounded
by people, yet has no friends.
urban loneliness.

The absolute symbol of

That's the thing I'd been living;

that was my symbol, my metaphor.

The film is about a

car as a symbol of urban loneliness, a metal coffin. 32
Sc~rader

wrote the script in fifteen days, gave it to his

agent, and left Los Angeles.
wrote and sold The Yakuza.

He and his brother Leonard then
Finally, a year after he had completed

Taxi T.)river, producers r1ichael and Julia Phillips and Tony Bill

15

,,-

bought the ontion on it.

The producers worked together with

Schrader in choosing a director and an actor to play the pivotal
role of Travis Bickle.
Martin

At about this time Schrader saw director

Mean streets, which co-starred Robert DeNiro.

~corsese's

Ee knew that both the director and actor would be perfect for
The producers agreed. 33

Taxi Driver.

A graduate of
,,scorsese is one

0

Ne~

York University

Fil~

School, Martin

f the top direc tors of the "new Hollywood."

His creden t:Lals include several short films; 'Vho '~ 'rha ~ Knocking
At Ny Door (1969), a low budget film which has early versions
of characters who later appear in I,Tean Streets; Boxcar 3ertha

( 1972), a Roger Corman produced exploi ta tion film;

~,':ean

streets

(1973), an electrifying low budget allegory about a man trying
to

"makE~

itll in r'Tew York City's Little Italy; Italianamerican

(1974), a documentary concerning Italian immigrants; and Alice
Liv~

')oesn't

Here \nymore (1974), an uneven film abou.t a th:Lrty-

five-year-old housew:Lfe for which Ellen Burstyn won an Academy
Award as best actress.

A.fter directing Taxi Driver, Scorsese

directed He::: York, New York (1977), a popular and critical fa:Llure desp:Lte the presence of Robert DeNiro and Liza Minnelli, and
The Last

~altz

ever made.
Raging

(1978), possibly the finest rock documentary

lIe is currently working again with Robert DeNiro on

~3ull,

a film about boxer ,Take LaHot ta.Scorsese' s films

have been currently described by Diane Jacobs:
The themes of guilt, loneliness, innate Violence,
and frustration crop up aga:Ln and again in Scorsese's
work, [siC] the director has demonstratej a versatili ty

16
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of mood and style, the ability to find humour and compassioL as well as tragedy or melodrama or irony in
human behavior. 34
13asically a "kinetic" dirActor, Scorsese varies his style according to the type of film he is making.
~axi

and

In Mean streets and

Driver he uses a style that seems halfway between naturalism
express~on,

but in New York, New York he adopts the romantic

style of thirties and forties musicals.

Schrader says he chose

Scorsese for Taxi Driver for these reasons:
I saw :Ln Harty's work what I didn't have in the script;
that sense of vibrancy, a sense of the city.
think happened was that I

What I

an essentially Protestant

w~ote

script, cold and isola ted, and T:arty direc ted a very

-

Catholic film.
snovTY wastelands

rry character wandered in from the
0

f ITichigan, to the fetid, over-heated

atmosphere of Marty's New York.

. . .35

In his interview with Robert Bresson, published in Film Comment,
Schrader comments that he had written an austere script that
was dir~cted in an expressionistic manner. 36
Just as Schrader's ideas filtered through the talents of
~artin

Scorsese, they also filtered through the talents of Robert

DeNiro, who is possibly the finest American screen actor to
surface in the last fifteen years.

He first came to prominence

in 1973 as the dying baseball catcher in director John Hancock's
Bang the Drum Slowly.

That same year he played Johnny Boy in

Scorsese's Mean streets.

In 1974 DeNiro won the best supporting

actor Academy Award for his portrayal of the young Vito Corleone

17
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in Francis Ford Coppola's brilliant Godfather Part II.

He has

also played movie producer Monroe starr in Elia Kazan's film
version of F. Scott Fitzgerald's novel The Last Tycoon (1976),
jazz saxaphonist Jimmy Doyle in Scorsese's New York, New York

(1977), the confused aristocrat Alfredo in Bernardo Bertolucci's
e-pic 1900 (1977).
nomination

~or

HQst recently he received an Academy Award

best actor for his portrayal of Michael Vronsky

in I1ichael Cimino's The Deerhunter (1978).
His many roles are varied types of characters, yet DeNiro
brings to each performer an incredible intensity and believability.

His characterization of Travis Bickle is a tour de force

performance that possibly no other actor could have done as
well.

-

His performance in Taxi Driver won him the National

Society of Film Critics best actor award, the New York Film
Critics best actor award, and a best actor Academy Award nomination.

Schrader credits DeNiro,'lith adding lithe schizophrenic

quality of the character, which is not in the script. 1I37
Schra~ler

wrote Travis

II

goin; crazy in a more linear fashion

than the character Bobby acted; his characterization zigs and
zags. II 'S8
In the true fashion of the democratic art of film, the comb1ned taL?nts of Schrader, Scorsese, :.md Del;iro [i.re \'fhat mDke
~Gxi

Jriver a 3uccess.

~chrader

expl~ins

their intention in

making Taxi Driver this way:
~e

were all young enough to want to do something

that will last.

DeHiro told me, when we were

talking about whether the film would make any

18

money, that he felt it was a film people would be
watching fifty years fro:11 nov!, and whether everybody
watched it next year wasn't important. 39
Taxi Driver was filmed in 1975 end released in early 1976.
This unique film

cen~ers

he is in all but two scenes.
is subjective.
Travis Eiees it.

almost totally on Travis Bickle;
The point of view of the film

The audience sees the world as the psychotic
Colin "festerbrook, Jr. explains the effect of

this subjective style:
[Taxi ~)riverJ norks on us by a kind of synaesthesia,
confusing the impressions

~e

get in one situation Vlith

the sense we have of another.

Mingling sensations

until they become indistinguishable, the cause of one

-

seeming to nroduce the effects of another • • . [this
film succeeds] by playing upon our perceptions until
we can no longer tell certain experiences apart. 40
Just as Travis eventually enters his psychotic fantasy world,
the audience is encouraged through the use of subjective point
of view to enter the fantasy world of the film.

This conflict

of reality and fantasy is a major theme of Taxi Driver that is
appropriately reflected in the style.
The orening scenes of the film serve to develop the character
of Travis

~ickle

by showing him in his day-to-day routine.

In published script extrac ts, Schrader describes rrravis this way:
Travis Bickle, age twenty-six, lean, hard, the
consurrma te loner • . • • behind ...[ his J. .. smile, around his
dark eyes, in his gaunt cheeks, one can see the ominous

19

stains caused by a life of private fear, emptiness,

--

and loneliness.

He seems to have wandered in from a

land where it is always cold, a country where the inhabitants seldom speak • • • • Travis is now drifting
in and out of New York City night life, a dark shadow
among darker shadows.

Not noticed, no reason to be

noticed, Travis is one TIith is surroundings.
He has the smell of sex about him:

...

sick sex, repressed

se::, lonely sex, but sex nonetheless.

He is a raw

male force, driving forward; toward what, one cannot
tell.
~he

Then one looks closer and sees the inevitable.

clock spring cannot be wound continually tighter.

As the earth moves toward the sun, Travis Bickle moves

-

toward violence. 41
Travis cannot sleep nights so he gets a job driving a taxi.
During th0 day he watches soap operas on television and goes to
pornographic movies.
his thoughts.

He keeps a journal in which he writes

These journal entries are like crude soliloquies

that reveal Travis' state of mind to the audience.

He writes,

"Loneliness has followed me my whole life, in bars and cars,
sidewalks, everywhere.

There's no escape.

I'm God's lonely man.,,42

Travis sees New York City as a living hell.

It is an open

sewer filled with human scum that surface when the sun goes
down.

"All the animals come out at night," he writes in his

journal. 43

The city is a metaphor for a crumhling, dehumanized

society, made so by industrialization and the impossibility of
true human communication.

Travis can no more escape the city
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than he can escape his loneliness; there is no exit.
One day Travis' routine is broken when he sees a woman
dressed in white who is to him a vision of ideal beauty.

Cool

and aloof, Betsy (Cybill Shepherd) is a campaign worker who
works for Charles Palantine (played by film and art critic
Leonard Harris), a presidential candidate.

Betsy represents a

chance for Travis to end his loneliness and transcend the futility of the city.

qe clumsily asks her fora date and she

accepts because she is fascinated by his strange behavior.
She tells him that he reminds her of a Kris Kristofferson song:
"He's a prophet, he's a pusher.

He's a walking contra-

diction, partly truth and partly fiction.,,44
a "walking contradiction":

rrravis is indeed

he has trouble distinguishing

reality from fantasy, truth from fiction.
On their second date, Travis takes Betsy to a :pornographic movie.

Insulted and upset, she runs out of the theatre

and out of Travis' life.

Some critics cite this scene as being

implausible, forcing one to ask the question:

Why would

Travis takE his "ideal",Betsy to a pornographic film?
seem to have missed the point of the scene:

These critics

it develops his

psychological self-destructive nature that later becomes magnified when 'I'rav:is goes on his suicidal mission to "freerf the
young prostitute Iris.
After a violent episode at Palantine headquarters, Travis
finally accepts the fact that Betsy will have nothing to do
with him.

-

This is the crucial scene of the 2cript.

"'.t this ,joint
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the script can be neatly divided in half.

Almost ell of the

scenes in tje first hRlf have a comparable Gcene in the second
half.

"~his

longer

~3eeks

els':."

~~e

division clearly mDTk:; a change in Travis.

IIe no

redemrtion throush Be t;:y; 8he is "liks everyone

now seeks redemption through violence.

He is sub-

stituting violence for sex.
Th:Ls r.1Ove:nen t fro
a

~ovement

in

~meric~n

cerned "'i th aspec ts

0 f

Y

,1

sex to violenc e is ::::.lso Y'eflec ti ve of
fll~s.

In the late sixties films con-

,sex were popular, but in the early seven ties

the interest in sex was substituted with an interest in violence.
~-:;arnal

Films \':1 th sexual thevnes, such as

KnoVlledge O·:ike JlTichols,

direc tor), Bob Dnd Carol and rred and Alice (Paul >Tazursky,
director), and Last 7an,go in

-

~'aris

(Bernardo Bertolucci, director),

gave way to films rrith violent themes, such as The Godfather
(Francis Ford

Cop~ola,

director),

!

Clockwork Oranae (Stanley

Kubrick, director), and T)eath ":ish (Hichael ','finner, director).
This Kovement in film is reflected in Taxi Driver through
fragments of film titles on theatre
:~round.

'\E:

marqu~es

seen in the back-

Julian Rice points out, early in the film the titles in

the backGround reveal sex films such as "Sy/edish rTarriage >·:anual"
and "Anita Nymphet," but after Travis' violent outburst
the fragments in the background

sug~est

violent films, such as

"~1afia," "Blood," "Killer," and "Charles Bronson. ,,45

Thus, it

can be said that Taxi Driver reflects and comments on a trend
in recent cinema as well as reflecting American society.
In a scene that roughly parallels the earlier scene when
Travis get[3 his job, Travis buys a small arsenal of hil.ndguns.
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The scene t:::-eats the r,uns as objects of worship.

Diane .Jacobs

writes that "Travis's affection for guns, like Hedda Gabler"s,
borders on the pornographic. "L!-6
Next, Travis bocomes interested in a fourteen-year-old
prostitute named Iris (.Jody Foster).
from

thE~

~:Jhile

Betsy is "a goddess

hau t monde, Iris is a lost soul from the demi-monde, a

demonic reincarnation of the untouchable Betsy, even looking
vaguely lil':.e her .,,47

Like :3etsy, who hc..s a surrogate father

image in Palantine, Iris has a surrogate father image in her
pimp, Sport (Harvey Keitel).

Palantine and Sport are repre-

sentative of differer.t levelG of society, but they are alike in
that both of them use people.

Travis' first "date" with Iris

in a coffee shop corresponds with his first meeting with Betsy.
~ravis

tries to convince Iris to leave the city and return home

to her parents, but she enjoys the life she leads.
The actual incident that motivates
when he picks up a distraught man

~layed

~ravis

to violence comes

by director Scorsese)

who hires Travis to park in front of an apartment building.

The

passenger has a .44 magnum and says he is going to kill his
wife for cheating on him.

He says to Travis:

"Did you ever see what a .44 can do to a woman's face,
cabbie?

Did you ever see what it can do to a woman's

pussy, cabbie?
cabbie.

I'm going to put it right up to her,

Right in her, cabbie.

You :nust think I'm real

sick, huh?tl48
The passenger is also substituting violence for sex; his .44
literally becomes his phallus.

Schrader

ex~lains

that "the idea
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of the scene was that the man in the back seat would never kill
anybody, but that the man in the front seat would • . • • The
man in the back seat gets his energy off; Bobby never does.,,49
Up until this point the audience has been sympathetic
towards Travis, but when he begins to stalk Palantine and goes
into a ritualistic training program, the audience begins to back
off.

Finally, Travis has totally entered his fantasy world.

He shaves his head in to a

!~10hawk

Dnd then attempts to kill

Palantine at a political rally, but he is foiled by secret service men.

Sport is then substituted for Palantine.

Not able

to save himself, Travis tries to save Iris and kills Sport and
his friends in a horrifying shoot-out sequence.

~estbrook

writes about this scene:

-

E:arlier the film shows us Travis' life in a way
that proposes the madness and alienation with which he
sees reality.

Now reality itself seems to possess

such madness.

As Travis acts out his demented fantasies,

the world unaccountably begins to accomodate and conform
to them. 50
This scene is not meant to be realistic; rather, it is a psycho-

,

paths

fantasy.

The "realistic exterior sound is cut off; the

color goes out of whack; the sense of time goes out of whack slow motion, twisting, turning.,,51

Schrader wanted the scene

even more bloody than it was:
I would have loved to see sheets of blood, literally, f=_owing down the naIls - blood i t [sic] would have
taken an army to have gushed.

Throw realism aside.
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The
what

ro~m
w~s

should be bathed in blood, because that's
happening in the character's mind • • • • a

crazy, suicidal Jlory, the whole exciting sickness of it.52
Travis had in tended to kill himsel f after 11 freeing!! Iris.

T:re

wants to die, but his gun is out of a,';rnunition.
Ironj.c,slly, Trav Ls becomes a
which many critics have
ing.

T~e

camera

~ans

1I~~tablell

system for nO\'!.

over several

mirror, merges

ne~spaper

co~-out

end-

clipping3 proclaim-

Travis 1"1.::;.;:-, recovered froP.1 h5s '-'fOunds

.:::.glin.

:1as expelled the demons from his

~Ie

Det[:;y:::ven se:;l:s out his cab in an ·'ttempt to

win bGck the hero's
needs 3etsy.

in a sort of lIe:pilogue ll

as an unrealistic

vie~ed

ing lITa:d Iriver Hero.1I
. nd se2:n,:::;

he~o

Travis, however, no longer

~ff0ctions.

In the final shot, Betsy, seen in th0 rear view
~ith

the images in the windshiold as the neon

colors of the? night !:'il:: together:
with the f&ntasy world.
absurd, violent way.

the renl ','iQrld has f,18rged

?e has finally defjned himself in an

T auline

Knel,';ri tes , "It' s not that he is

cured but that the city is crazier than he
Crj. tical reac tioD to

~

critics have objected to the
fication of violence.

l"

ro
0.

1153

]ri ver has been mixed.

e~cessive

Gore and

:3o'11e

app~rent

glori-

Others have objected to the !!epiloge ll and

various plot implausibilities.

The critics who favor the film

have praised its truthfulness and immense power as well as
DeNiro's incredible !lerfor:1Clnc c.
even those who praise the

fil~

The fac t is, nost cri tic s,

h8ve nissed its primary focus.

Rother than betn,,; a defense of violence, Taxi Driver is a
CO':1men t on violent fil'1s c:md the IIreali ty" the media crea tes~
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as well as a comment on American society.

Travis is a "walking

contradiction, Partly truth Clnd partly fiction:"

he complains

about the filth and trash around him, yet he is no better than
those he despises when he goes to pornographic films 2nd acts
violently; he is appealing in his futile courtship of Betsy,
yet he is appalling in his attempted assassination and violent
ou tburst; he wears cowboy boots while sporting a ICohawk Indian
haircut.

In Travis, Schrader has fused the film hero and the

modern villain.
\~lha t

Schrader seems to b·:,? saying is that it is no t the roman-

tic hero, the nacifist, who is eventually forcnd into violence,
as in Death l'1ish; rather, it is the psychotic loner at a loss
in a dehums.nized, mechanized society, \7ho eventually explodes in
violence.

By mixing the characteristics of the film "revenge hero"

with images of an obviously sick man, Schrader has destroyed
the nretense of media "reality" by twisting it upon itself.
The reality th2 media presents is not real at all; it is fantasy,
and those who try to live that fantasy are sick.

Part of

Travis' problem is that he cnnnot enter the "reality" the media
presents.

rrhis is excellently shoVln in the scene where Travis

watches American Bandstand on television nnd sees an empty pair
of cowboy hoots a''longst thrc) happy teenage dancers.
This

~dea

of fantasy/reality and the media is further rein-

forced by the images of the windshield and the rear view mirror.
A.s long as Tra is watches the vvorld through these "screens,"
just as the audience watches the film on a screen, he is safe.
Bu t when he breaks thr')ugh these safety barriers and en ters the
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the '.','orld he sees, he becomes an actor in his own fantasy and
" • • . he paradoxically achieves that morc vital reality which
the film "viewer" theoretically craves.,,54

Travis is too ig-

norant to understand the significance of his situation.

He is

merely striking out in a last ditch effort to redeem himself by
rising above his fate.

The audience

and horror of his actions.

see the significance

Schrader says that Travis

to be understood, but not tolerated.
punishment:

~

II • • •

is

I believe in capital

he should be killed. 1I55

In Taxi Driver, Schrader has adopted an existential theme
from his influences:
Be fore I sat down to '.'/ri te Taxi Driver, I reread
Sart~'s

-

Nausea, because I saw the script as an attempt

to take the European existential hero, that is, the man
from ]1.J.e ,'3tranger, Notes from the Underground,_ Nausea,
Pickpocket [Robert Bresson, director], 1e Feu Follet
[LIOUiE> Halle, direc tor], !l Han

:~scaped

[Bresson, direc-

tor],56 and put .him in an American context.

In so·

doing, you find that he becomes more ignorant, ignorant of the nature of his problem. 57
This i.gnorance, says Schrader, is partially bscause of the "immaturity and youngness" of America.

The self-destructive impulse,

"instead of being inner-directed, as it is in Japan, Europe,
any of the older cultures, becomes outer directed.,,58

Travis'

world has no meaning, so he must create meaning in the only way
he knows how:

through violence.

As mentioned earlier, Arthur Bremer was a prominent in flu-
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ence on the character 'of Travis Bickle.

There are several strik-

ing similarities between Bremer and Travis.
;'lallace, Bremer attended rallies wearing a

While stalking
'"~lallace

campaign bu t-

ton, and he even put a Wallace sticker on his apartment door;
'rra vis '!learS a Palan tine bu t ton at the rally ond (iecora te,:; his
room ':ri th :Palan tine campai[;n material.

~dll

Bremer decided to

Wallace the day his girl friend broke up with him,

just as

Travis is first r,oti va ted to vi')lenc e by being re j cc ted by Betsy.
One of the ':10St memor"ble shots in Ta:ci Driver occurs ',:hen the
camera slo\"'ly reveals Travi::3 at the Palantine r;}lly '::i th a :10-hawk haircut and n hideous,

m~cabre

also shaved his head, and a

~e~sw8ek

s~ile

on his :ace; 3remer

article on Bremer quoted a
shJotin!~

-:-:elevision nrOc1ucer on ths scene of :,11e ','iallace

,-

soy-J.nc about Breuer, "That

s~.'lirl:

as

of his wac aLJost spine-tingl-

ing.,,59
Another similarity between Sremcr and Travis is that they
both kept ;journals.

Bre,'!ler's journal entry that reads, "One

thing for sure, my diet is too soft.
be affects my insides) too.
is simllar to Travis '

~e~tens

my

~osture,

I am one sick assasin.

run!

mayPun! ," 60

entry tho- t says, "The smell of floviers

m,akes me sick; I think I f!;ot stomach cancer."

Schrader has

taken this idea of sniritual sickness as being represented
physically throuGh some illness such as stomach cancer from
Robert Bre:3son' s Diary

0

f .§; Country Priest. 61

This same type

of idea is also seen in the first lines of Do:stoevsky's existen tial
spiteful

T~otes
~an.

from Underground:

TIl am a sick man • • • I am a

I am an unattractive man.

I believe my liver is
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diseased.,,62
Another

influenc~

on Travis' character is the character of

Ethan Edwards, -pl,3yed by ,John

~'layne,

in ,John Ford's The Searchers.

!Tot only are Travis :-md Ethan sir:-lilar, but Taxi Driver c.nd The
Searchers are si'clilar in lIbas:Lc nc,rra ti ve and thematic strucAl though Schrader has not ackno'.vledged The

tures • •
Searchers

e.S

an influenc e on Taxi Driver, he has said, "Only

the mad John Ford aprealed to me:

The .Searchers, the Ethan

;:;dwards half of hi:n, \'Thich I 10ve. 1l64
that both Travis and
fought and lost:

~than

~ear

uavid Boyd points out

the uniform of a war recently

Travis Vlears an army jacket from Vietnam. ':1i th

a patch on the shoulder that reD.ds "King Kong Killer," and
Ethan

~ears

the Civil

~ar

coat of the confederate officer.

are paradoxical characters that
the anti-hnro.

co~bine

Both

aspects of the hero and

With each of them Ilvengeance is actually a pro-

jection, a public enactment, of their search for private Durgation. 1l65
I~

both The Searchers and Taxi Driver the environment is a

dominant antagonist.

Monument Valley is representative of the

unconscious, while 'raxi Driver's New York City is a vision of
hell. 66 Also in both films the "private action" involves rescuing a "child-woman" who does not ',vant to be rescued (Debbie in
The Search'3rs and Iris in rraxi Uri ver) and "wreck ing vengeance
on her abductor" (the Indian Scar in The Searchers and the pimp
Sport, who wears an Indian headband, in Taxi priver), and in
doing so, committing acts just as vicious as those they onpose. 67

-

The most prominent stylistic influence on Taxi

~river

is the
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French director Robert Bresson.

The film is steeped in cinematic

allusions to the films and style of

Bres~on,

Schrader's favorite directors.

only is the stomach cancer

borrowed from Diary of

~

~ot

who is one of

Country Priest, but Travis' meal of

milk, breac., and brandy as an "alchoholic parody of the sacrament ll68 is also an allusion to that film.

Schrader has referred

to the scene where rrravis practices with his guns in front of a
mirror in his

apart~]en t

as the "Pickpocket sc ene. • • • It's also

The Condemned Man Escaped scene, where you see the poetry of
mechanical organization.,,69

Other Bressonian touches include

the attention to detoil of the daily routine of life, the diary/
journal format, and the use of Bresson's "doubling" technique
that

-

I' . . .

makes a single event happen several times in different

ways,,,7 0 usually by using "interior narration" in which "the
main character narrates the on-screen action in a deadpan narration which is often only an audio replay of what the viewer
already witnessed [or will witness] .1171

An example

0

ha~

f this in

Taxi Driver is the scenes when Travis narrates his journal entries as the camera shows a close-up of his hand writing in the
journal and then cuts to show the event being narrated, as when
Travis first sees Betsy.
Yet another stylistic influence on Taxi Driver is the film
noir genre.

"Nhile not truly film noir, Taxi Driver, like film

noir, "ope::-a tes on olJPosi te principles, the theme is hidden in
the style, and bogus themes are often flaunted (llmiddle class
values are best") which contradict style.,,7 2

Travis exhibits

characteristics of both types of film noir hero and seems to
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bridge the film nair hero \'lith the existential hero.

Tho "good

hero" in film nair, exemplified by the Raymond Chandler detec1/
.
t lve, • • • knows ho~ to move through the city at night, but he
is also a man ':rho
women."

13

enough not to get involved ','ith most

l~nows

This hero is usually emotionless, as Tr2vis is most

of the time, keeping his emotions bottled-up inside.

However, in

his rela tion:::;hip with ':lo,rlen, in t.his case ':ri th Betsy, ".'ravis is
more li.ke the film noir "bad hero," exemplified by the typical
James Cain character who
of emotion

-:Jhic~~l

i~ets

into trouble because of his excess

getG him involved with the blonde, "bitch

godde~n"

type of film noir wo Ian:
Film noir is
deceitfully

fu~l

~nzelic

celebrate these
lOAth them

~ni

of 'ppallingly seductive women of
apnearance • • • • Nair films both

~omen

~s

as icons of idealist fantasy

incantations of an insatiable and

debilitating s8xuality.7~
~his

is basically the way Travis views Betsy.

She can be con-

siderecl a modern version of the "bitch goddess."
In
nique

co~bininG

~nd

elements of existentialism, Bressonian tech-

style, cinematic

hiGto~y

and allusion,

nd film noir,

Schrader h).s created a script that must be counted as one of the
most important themQtic and 3tylistic films of the seventies.
3chrader h<1s said th:=t t "Taxi Driver is a very rich piec e of
juvenilia, but it is juvenilia, it is an adolescent, immature
mind stru~gling to identify itself. ,,75

It

ViaS

wTi t ten at a time

when Schrader could not "distinguish between nain in the work and
p,::-,in in my life ... 76

Nevertheless, as this study h3 s shovm, I'axi
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~river

is an important, powerful, And complex

psychopn th c!nj the socie ty
ironic hero.

th:~, t

port~ait

of a

produc ed hi:n and !TInde him an
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